
 
  

Meet the doubles of Orphan Black’s 
Tatiana Maslany and Ari Millen 

Kathryn Alexandre and Nick Abraham play 
“clones” to Tatiana Maslany and Ari Millen, who 
in turn play multiple clones. 

 
zoom 

From left, Dylan Bruce, Ari Millen and Nick Abraham on the set of Orphan Black.  
Abraham is Millen's acting double. 

By: Tony Wong Staff Reporter, Published on Mon May 11 2015  

When Kathryn Alexandre gives a performance in the BBC and Space Channel’s Orphan Black, it is 
the most intimate kind imaginable, a performance for one person. 
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She is joined by Nick Abraham, another young actor who has joined Orphan Black’s exclusive Clone 
Club this year. Abraham is the acting double for star Ari Millen, who plays a militaristic clone with at 
least four personalities as the clone empire expands. 

Abraham landed the job after Millen, a buddy from theatre school, asked him to audition. Apart from 
sharing roughly the same physical size, Abraham and Alexandre look nothing like their onscreen 
counterparts. It is perhaps acting’s loneliest job. Their role is invisible. Their range evident only in 
what they hope will be an elevated performance by the star. But to call them simply acting doubles is 
to diminish their contribution; they have to be prepared as well as any Broadway understudy. 

“It can be a real challenge. We are playing brothers on the show, so you need to be on the same 
page,” says Abraham. “But having that connection as friends really helped from day one. It really 
develops a sense of trust because you have to work so closely together.” 

The technical challenge in a show like Orphan Black is immense. The doubles play off the actors, and 
then are essentially swapped out later on a green screen. Everything shot over the shoulder is usually 
Abraham or Alexandre. 

“When Ari explained to me what the process what about I didn’t understand what he was talking 
about until I arrived on set and realized how complicated it was,” says Abraham. “Fortunately, 
Katherine had been there before and had really broken ground and set the standard.” 

And one small, but not unimportant thing: Because the doubles are sometimes the first to inhabit the 
roles of the clones that the stars must eventually play, their acting also influences the direction that 
Maslany and Millen might take when approaching the role.   

“You can put a bit of what you think the character might do in the role, but really, it’s to enhance and 
support what Ari is doing,” says Abraham. 

“We need to be prepared enough with our own tools, but it stems from what they have created,” says 
Alexandre. 

Both Maslany and Abraham have been effusive in praise for the work of their acting doubles. 

“I could cry thinking about her,” Maslany has said of Alexandre in a Screen Actor’s Guild Foundation 
workshop interview. “She memorizes all of my lines, all of my blocking, my mannerisms, my 
impulses …. and gives it back to me with a performance I can play off.” 

And normally, acting doubles don’t spark the kind of fervour with fandom that Abraham and 
Alexandre have. Or inspire the kind of demanding auditioning process. That’s because in one sense 
they are the coolest kids in the Orphan Black universe: They are the doubles of the doubles of 
Orphan Black. In the world of sci-fi fandom, or at least in some alternate reality, that should make 
them worthy of a spinoff show of their own.  

“It’s really cool to see the attention the show has been getting, Ari will tweet something about us and 
the next thing you know you’re getting a huge bunch of followers on Twitter,” says Abraham.  

Alexandre, for example after three seasons has developed her own fan base that sends her the 
inevitable fan art. Recently, she saw herself presented as a fairy.  
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